Great Drikung Phowa Retreat
Transmission, Teachings and Practices
by Venerable Khenpo Samdup Rinpoche

2-Day Closed Commitment Retreat
Saturday and Sunday
March 28 & 29, 2020
10 AM to 5 PM
Lunch at Noon

Great Drikung Phowa Chenmo Practice
“The Standing Blade of Grass”

The Phowa practice is the most direct method one may attain liberation at the time of death and be assured of a positive rebirth. During this retreat, attendees will have the same opportunity of receiving and practicing the Phowa teachings as did many hundreds-of-thousands of Tibetans and other practitioners around the world.

Why is it important to commit to both days?
Retreatants will receive the proper instructions and visualizations to benefit others and oneself.

Registration at the door
$80 per person for both days
Your greater generosity is always appreciated
No one turned away for lack of funds